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Diary

12th November
AGM Plus with Woodturning videos,
Competition: Platter with Decorated rim.

29th November to 5th December
Exhibition and sales at Uxbridge Library.

10th December
Christmas Party with Ready Steady Turn.
Competition: TBA.

“Editor’s Comments”    

An interesting couple of months in which we have had two first class Demonstrations by Richard 
Findley and Tony. 
We were well represented at Amersham Heritage Day and SAW open day and the club did well at 
both events.
The winds of change are now blowing hard with a change of committee and our long serving 
officers. I hope we will all appreciate the hard work of those retiring and be ready to support those 
taking over. 
Please note that I can’t publish the competition piece for December as this must be decided by the 
new committee.
It will be a difficult learning curve for the new team as they will have to get in tune with the task 
that our retiring officers have carefully honed over the past few years. I also hope that they will 
bring some changes to give the club some new life. 
A Special thanks to Mike Wood, Phil Jones and  Tony Champion for their contributions to the 
newsletter and to Peter Leach for his excellent Supplement explaining how he turns a beautiful 
hollow form from a worm infected crotch. 
I am sure we all wish him well and hope his crotch gets better soon. 
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September Meeting. Demonstrator – Richard Findley

September saw Richard Findley make another welcome appearance at our club.

For the first half of his demo, Richard began by 
showing us how to turn an elegant walnut  cup. He 
proceeded to entertain us with a very polished 
magic trick, in which he made a small red woven 
ball disappear inside the cup and reappear in it and 
out of his sleeve.  

Having demonstrated his skills as a magician, 
Richard revealed all – small magnets hidden inside 
the woven ball and the base of the cup!

Back on the lathe, we were shown how to make the
recess for the magnet in the bottom of the cup. The
depth of this was quite critical. The pull of the
magnet had to be strong enough to pull the ball up to
the bottom of the cup (when upside down over the
ball), but weak enough that dislodging the ball to
make it reappear would only need a gentle
movement insufficient to arouse the audience's
suspicions!
The magnet was now glued in place from underneath
and Richard turned a small well- fitting plug of the
same walnut with the grain carefully aligned to
conceal it. 

For his second project after tea break, instead of a 
trick we got a game. This consisted of a clever 
bowl with a raised, marble-sized hollow in the 
middle – the aim of the game being to get a marble
into the hollow by swivelling the bowl.
An important feature was an undercut rim to allow 
the marble to roll round but not out. An impressive 
display of tool control in forming the rim followed.
 
With his usual relaxing, friendly manner, Richard 
gave us a highly professional, well prepared and 

executed demo, both entertaining and instructive.
The pieces he made on the night were every bit as well made as the display versions that he'd 
“prepared earlier”. Tool control and finishing were outstanding. Richard said if there was one thing 
we took away from the evening it was to wipe the dust from the work in between the different grits 
of abrasive. Richard didn't lay down the law as to what techniques are “best” to use, but explained 
the conclusions he'd come to from his years of experience.

It's not hard to see why his demos are booked up 18 months in advance! 

On that note we could reflect that we are still reaping the rewards of the hard work put in by our 
retiring Entertainments officer, Ralph, one year on. All the outstanding demonstrators we have 
enjoyed seeing this year were booked by Ralph, including his great idea of combining the talents of 
Stuart and Gary in the summer.



October Meeting. Demonstrator- Tony Champion.

Firstly Tony explained that his machine was
originally built to produce circular patterns
using an index plate and a ‘fly cutter’ to
decorate lids of boxes. The machine was built
using, in the main, proprietary components
bought off the shelf from various sources and
attached to his Nova lathe. This system proved
impracticable as a permanent unit so a second-
hand Axminster hobby lathe was obtained, and
this formed the basis of the machine
demonstrated. 
The cross slide came from Axminster and the
cutting head from a Chinese supplier via the
internet. The cutters used are variations of
standard carbide routers. A system of oscillating
movement was introduced using pattern disks known as ‘rosettes’ these are manufactured from 
good quality acrylic sheet and were machined using a set of rosettes loaned by Gordon Cookson and
produced on this machine. The cross slide is mounted on linear ball bearings to give a virtually 
friction free movement.

The first item that tony made was an African 
Blackwood disc engraved using a sixty-degree 
router cutter and a rosette with twelve lobes. This 
gives an exact reproduction of the rosette. 
This was followed by using a variation on the well-
known toy “Spirograph”, using gears that have been
laser cut from nine-millimetre acrylic sheet, 
manufactured to order in the U.S.A. these replaced 
the rosette and reproduced an infinite range of 
designs.

After the tea break a different cutting technique was
shown using a universal cutting frame with the cutter
in a horizontal configuration and driven by the motor
previously used. This together with the oscillating
motion enabled relief patterns to be cut giving a
three-dimensional effect following the pattern on the
rosette. 
The patterns produced can be filled in using car spray
paint or left as cut. 
This machine although not as accurately
manufactured as a conventional Rose
Engine/Ornamental lathe was produced for approx. £900.00 against the cost of an antique lathe 
costing between £15000 and £100,000 and can replicate most of the work produced from the more 
expensive machines.
Tony gave us  a most interesting Demo and explained everything in a way that we, the uninitiated, 
where able to understand. 
Tony furnished me with the main text for this piece so I only had to write the last bit.
Thank you Tony.



Amersham Heritage Day

On the 8th September the club was represented at Amersham Heritage day by Tony Champion, Ben 
Dick and Eddie Morgan. We had record sales at this event amounting to £660 between us making 
the club £66 in commission, Eddie alone sold more than twenty pieces of fruit, so a very successful 
day.
The show was bigger than ever this year with steam engines and dozens of vintage cars. There were
stalls of every description and a great variety of food and drink was on sale. 
We had many opportunities to talk about the craft and there was great interest in the practical 
demonstrations
Tony and I rounded off with a couple of nice pints in the hostelry opposite the stall at the end of the 
day.

SAW Open Day.

We had a good day at SAW this year with Tony Eddie and myself demonstrating at the club lathe. 
There was a lot to see and do. Colwin Way was demonstrating and our entry into the table 
competition looked very good but unfortunately no cigar this time. 
However if you will
excuse me for blowing
my own trumpet My
pyrographed silver
birch bowl, decorated
with Italian musical
terms was awarded a
highly commended. 
It is a shame that more
members do not visit
this show. It is quite
small but is well
planned and there is a
lot to see and do.



Phil’s Word Search.

W X K C O T S D A E H C

O N E Z I A B U R V H F

O D R I F T U S Y U S K

D R I V E W J T C C S Y

L I H S S L Q K W D O B

A L C A R N U B A W A X

T L W N O H C P Q A S B

H B O W M W O O B L H Y

E B T O Q V R L R N T N

L I C N E P I I O U L O

W O E I A Q A S O T W B

C E N T E R N H M D P E
 
ASH
BAIZE 
BOW
CARNUBA WAX
CENTER
CHUCK
CORIAN

DRIFT
DRILL
DRIVE
DUST
EBONY
HEADSTOCK

HSS
MORSE
PENCIL
POLISH
WALNUT
WOOD LATHE



Member’s Gallery


